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Puppy Pacifiers 
Have a new pup? Or a highly energetic dog? If so, try the following  

homemade puppy pacifiers to engage them in a short activity on their own.  

 

DIY ideas: 

Frozen buckets – pick up a small bucket (the kind kids use for sand is perfect but any size will do) add 

inside some dog food, a hard bone, a rope toy, some treats, whatever you’re comfortable feeding or 

giving your pup. (I typically put a few ice cubes so it freezes fast as well) then add water and put in 

the freezer overnight.  

Bring it up a notch: Add a leash to the mixture before it freezes (be sure half of it is extended out of 

the bucket) then hang it from something in your yard to give them a tether ball or piñata type treat. 

Toilet paper rolls – paper towel rolls – pizza boxes – often these are made with basic paper so they 

process through dogs bodies quickly and without difficulty. Place some kibble or treats in the rolls, 

fold in the ends and let your pup enjoy. For the pizza boxes, smear peanut butter on the oily area at 

the bottom of the box and add a few treats. Close the lid tight (they need to work for it), then let 

them at it – Note….this one can be messy so be sure to give this to them outside or in an area you 

don’t mind peanut butter in. 

Thrown food/treats – No assembly needed. I like doing this with dry cat food but any kibble will do. It 

can be done inside or outside but I recommend starting in a small area to be sure all food is cleaned 

up. Take a small handful of food, toss it in the yard and encourage your dog to Find it! As she 

searches – and is rewarded for searching by tasty cat food – encourage her to continue and expand 

her radius until she gets every piece. Some dogs need to be encouraged a few times but for many the 

cat food is enough. Note: if you have a competitive dogs or a dog who may fight over treats/food, be 

sure you do this activity with only one dog at a time. 

Have a lab, shepherd or similar dog? See if you notice their personal search pattern, many naturally 

search in large circles or grids. 

Hide n Seek – Play with your pups by asking them to Sit and Stay then running off and hiding 

somewhere in the house, then calling out or whistling to get them to find you. Celebrate excitedly 

once they find you and repeat often. Challenge your dogs by moving or hiding in different places (not 

teasing, playing). A modified approach to this activity is to hide toys and treats in different locations 

in the house or yard (don’t forget their crates and favorite places). This is a great way to get your dog 

involved with their environment and give you a little down time. 

Recycle water and soda bottles – Many high activity dogs need an outlet for their energy, an empty 

water or soda bottle can be just that (think of a kid with a hunk of gum in their mouth chopping away 

happily). Place it in an old sock to protect your pups mouth.  

Bring it up a notch: Toss some treats or kibble inside and leave the lid off to use as a slow feeder. 
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